, (rr-p, rr+p) . In this note we propose to relate these ' . phenomena to the generalized multiperipheral model recently developed 1 by Chew, Goldberger, and Low (CGL) . The type of reasoning to be applied is illustrated by the following argument: If more two-particle channels communicate with ab than with ab, we will get more unitarity box diagrams (two-particle unitarity contributions) in ab than abo .The muitiperiphera:l model iterates the box diagrams to produce a series of mul tiparticle contributions to the cross section (i. e., to the forwardelastic unitarity integral). Since each such contribution is positive definite, it follows that the channel with the larger number of box , diagrams has the larger total cross section, if we can demonstrate an equal magnitude for those box diagrams shared by the two channels.
In Section II the multiperipheral model of CGL has been generalized to exchange several trajectories. In Section III the multiperipheral model is applied to NN and NN channels. Some Reggeon bootstrap" arguments are given in Section IV. In the last section some general remarks are made to include the strangeness and the isospin in .
the model. 
where "Ia correspond~ to two-particleunitarity, namely while,the kernel K is given by (4) In a multi-Regge model G and t3 are' the external and internal vertex couplings respectively, and f is the factor C::
can take other forms in other multiperipheral models. Equation (1) and Eq. (2) 
is the external coupling of particles b and x to . for:
is the internal coupling of the two Reggeons a. 
Since all quantities in Eq. (16) The physical meaning behind Eqs. (16) and (17) -.
• -9- 
, at t 0, where So is a constant. Then (20) Comparing Eq. (20) with Eqs. (16) and (17), we get a result of interest to bootstrap arguments" since it can be proved that equations of the latter form lead to Regge poles. According to Eqs. (16) and (17) our model forms a combination of baryon and antibaryon trajectories.
The meson-meson contribution, we suggest, is small.
, Furthermore, we notice that in high energy production process, .y,
If we accept this experimental fact, the meson and nucieon channels are decoupled. That is,from Eqs. (9a), (9b),
and (10), we get
By adding Eqs. (18) and (19), we get
~.
~I
'.,
Because the kernels of Eqs. (23) and (17) are identical, i t , follows that besides the w trajectory, the combination of N and N trajectories will generate another meson trajectory ~,.' which has the same intercept and slope ,as (I) . The apt cont:r:ibutes only to (AmY + ~), not"to (AmY -~), whereasforw the converse is true;
i.e. , a, P has positive signature, a has negative signature. 
